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Biography and Fact Sheet
James Wanless, PhD (Political Science, Columbia University) is an internationally known Tarot coach and
creativity consultant, teaching strategic goal-setting and innovation techniques to corporations worldwide.
James is a charismatic teacher who is passionately devoted to making Tarot personal, relevant, and practical. His
commitment to bringing Tarot out of medieval Europe and into the multifaceted, multicultural 21st Century lead him to create
Voyager Tarot: Intuition Cards for the 21st Century, one of the most popular modern decks. Full of symbols from the
cultures of the world, The Voyager Tarot empowers readers with deep access to their intuitive abilities and creative skills and
is considered a classic in the Tarot field.
Wanless was a distinguished professor in the Middle East when he experienced a life-threatening disease which led to a
spiritual transformation. Then came yet another major life change: a Tarot reading from a colleague. Inspired and energized
by the Tarot's power to transform, Wanless threw himself into the world of Tarot and never looked back. He has often been
called “Mr. Tarot” or the “Tarot Revolutionary” because of his enormous contribution to the field of Tarot. With his magical
blend of personal charisma, humor and pragmatic enthusiasm, he is thought of as a “corporate shaman” and an internationally
known authority on intuition.
Dr. Wanless’ books include Way of the Great Oracle, Strategic Intuition for the 21st Century, Intuition@Work, New Age
Tarot, and Wheel of Tarot: a New Revolution. He teaches the online correspondence course “Way of the Seeker,” and his
columns appear in alternative newspapers nationwide. He also hosts a podcast, Intuition into Action.

Anastasia Haysler is the co-Executive Director of Tarot Media Company, which provides mainstream distribution and
publication of works by Tarot authors, artists, and scholars, and the founder of Tarot-To-Go, which provides talented and
Tarot readers for parties and events in the SF Bay area. (Both companies are part of Cigno E Gallo, LLC.)
Haysler is an expert Tarot reader and teaches Tarot in the Bay area. She also hosts the popular Tarot-To-Go podcast and blog
at Tarot Pathways.
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